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ABSTRACT
The Boolardy Engineering Test Array is a 6 × 12 m dish interferometer and the prototype
of the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP), equipped with the first gener-
ation of ASKAP’s phased array feed (PAF) receivers. These facilitate rapid wide-area imaging
via the deployment of simultaneous multiple beams within a ∼30 square degree field of view.
By cycling the array through 12 interleaved pointing positions and using 9 digitally formed
beams we effectively mimic a traditional 1 hour × 108 pointing survey, covering∼150 square
degrees over 711 – 1015 MHz in 12 hours of observing time. Three such observations were
executed over the course of a week. We verify the full bandwidth continuum imaging per-
formance and stability of the system via self-consistency checks and comparisons to existing
radio data. The combined three epoch image has arcminute resolution and a 1σ thermal noise
level of 375 µJy beam−1, although the effective noise is a factor ∼3 higher due to residual
sidelobe confusion. From this we derive a catalogue of 3,722 discrete radio components, us-
ing the 35% fractional bandwidth to measure in-band spectral indices for 1,037 of them. A
search for transient events reveals one significantly variable source within the survey area. The
survey covers approximately two-thirds of the Spitzer South Pole Telescope Deep Field. This
pilot project demonstrates the viability and potential of using PAFs to rapidly and accurately
survey the sky at radio wavelengths.
Key words: galaxies: general – radio continuum: galaxies – techniques: interferometric –
instrumentation: interferometers – astronomical data bases: surveys
1 INTRODUCTION
Continuum observations at radio wavelengths have been a key com-
ponent of observational astrophysics for many decades. The fact
that radio observations are not affected by dust obscuration means
that they lack many selection biases that exist in observations at
other wavebands, and a typical source at the bright end of the ra-
dio luminosity function will be associated with a radio-loud active
galactic nucleus (AGN) with a median cosmological redshift of∼1
(Condon, 1984). Moving towards fainter flux limits, radio obser-
vations become sensitive to the radio quiet AGN population, and
an increasing fraction of galaxies whose radio synchrotron emis-
sion is driven by star formation (Condon, 1992). Radio continuum
observations thus provide unique insight into black hole activity
(e.g. Jarvis & Rawlings, 2000; Smolcˇic´ et al., 2009b; Rigby et al.,
2011; McAlpine, Jarvis & Bonfield, 2013; Banfield et al., 2014;
Best et al., 2014) and star formation (e.g. Seymour et al., 2008,
Smolcˇic´ et al., 2009a; Jarvis et al., 2015a) across the history of the
Universe.
Sky surveys typically have a trade-off between depth and area.
Radio surveys with the broadest coverage at ∼gigahertz frequen-
cies tend to be ‘flagship’ projects, occupying a significant fraction
of available telescope time and covering most of the entire visi-
ble sky by means of a very large number of short snapshot point-
ings to ∼mJy beam−1 depths. Examples include the NRAO VLA
(Very Large Array) Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al., 1998), Faint
Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST; Becker, White &
Helfand, 1995), and the Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey
(SUMSS; Bock, Large & Sadler, 1998; Mauch et al., 2003). The
very deepest observations tend to cover only a single primary beam
of the instrument, for example the Lockman Hole observation of
Condon et al. (2012) which reaches a depth of approximately 1
µJy beam−1. There are many examples that sit somewhere between
these two extremes that typically cover a few square degrees over
⋆ Email: ian.heywood@csiro.au
numerous extragalactic deep fields, where radio observations form
one part of a panchromatic picture. Such surveys have been carried
out with several radio telescopes, including the (Karl G. Jansky)
VLA (e.g. Bondi et al., 2003; Simpson et al., 2006; Schinnerer et
al., 2007; Miller et al., 2013; Heywood et al., 2013), the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT; e.g. de Vries et al., 2002) the
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT; e.g. Garn et al., 2007)
and the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA; e.g. Norris et
al., 2006; Middelberg et al., 2008).
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA; Dewdney et al., 2013)
promises to revolutionise our understanding of star formation
(Jarvis et al., 2015a) and AGN processes (Smolcˇic´ et al., 2015)
across cosmic time, as well as truly realise the potential that deep
and wide radio continuum surveys have for answering key ques-
tions in cosmology (Jarvis et al., 2015b). As we move towards con-
struction of the SKA, a new generation of large scale radio con-
tinuum surveys are being planned and executed with new SKA
pathfinder instruments, as well as through significant hardware up-
grades of some existing radio telescopes. The increased capabilities
of these machines over their predecessors, – typically some com-
bination of an expanded field of view, more sensitive receivers and
a huge increase in instantaneous bandwidth – will allow surveys
with depth or areal coverage that improve on existing observations
by orders of magnitude.
At the deep end the MIGHTEE survey on the MeerKAT tele-
scope (Booth & Jonas, 2012) aims to cover 35 square degrees to
a depth of 1 µJy beam−1 in its deepest tier (Jarvis, 2012). Com-
plementary to such deep observations are the all-sky surveys: the
ASKAP (Johnston et al., 2008; de Boer et al., 2009) EMU survey
(Norris et al., 2011) aims to cover the entire sky south of decli-
nation +30◦ to a depth of 10µJy with 10′′ angular resolution. The
WODAN survey (Ro¨ttgering et al., 2011) will use APERTIF (Oost-
erloo et al., 2009; van Cappellen & Bakker, 2010), a hardware
upgrade to the WSRT, to complete the full sky coverage by con-
ducting a similar survey in the northern hemisphere. The successor
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to NVSS is also being planned for the VLA1, and at the time of
writing is envisaged to consist of an all-sky snapshot survey at 2–
4 GHz, reaching a depth of 69 µJy beam−1, and taking advantage
of the extended configurations of the VLA to reach an angular res-
olution of 2.5′′ (Condon, 2015). These will be complemented by
large-area surveys at low radio frequencies using aperture arrays,
including the now largely complete 30–160 MHz MSSS survey us-
ing the Low Frequency Array (Heald et al., 2014) and the GLEAM
survey with the Murchison Widefield Array (Wayth et al., 2015) at
80–230 MHz.
The ASKAP and APERTIF telescopes both feature phased ar-
ray feed (PAF) receivers, in which an array of many receptors is
placed in the focal plane of each of the dishes. The voltages from
these multi-element receptors are linearly combined with multiple
sets of complex weights and summed to generate multiple beams,
steered in different directions within the field of view of the instru-
ment. PAF beams from each dish are cross-correlated with those
sharing the same direction from all other dishes. This parallel pro-
cessing of multiple beams results in a dramatic increase in field of
view (and therefore survey speed) over an equivalent single pixel
feed instrument.
In this paper we present the results of a pilot, three epoch,
broadband (711–1015 MHz) continuum imaging survey covering
approximately 150 square degrees in the constellation of Tucana,
and encompassing about two-thirds of the Spitzer South Pole Tele-
scope Deep Field (Ashby et al., 2013), using the Boolardy Engi-
neering Test Array (BETA). This is a prototype of the ASKAP
array, consisting of 6 of the 36 dishes, equipped with the first
generation (Mark I) PAF system (Schinckel et al., 2011) based
on a connected-element ‘chequerboard’ array (Hay & O’Sullivan,
2008). A detailed description of BETA is provided by Hotan et
al. (2014).
We describe the observations in Section 2 and the calibra-
tion and imaging procedure in Section 3. The data products are
described in Section 4. The photometric, astrometric and spectro-
scopic performance of BETA is examined in detail in Sections 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5. For these purposes we primarily make use of SUMSS,
carried on using the Molonglo Observatory Synthesis Telescope
(MOST) which is well matched to the BETA observations in terms
of frequency and angular resolution. We also make use of lower
frequency observations with the GMRT and higher frequency ob-
servations from the VLA, chiefly NVSS and FIRST. Concluding
remarks are made in Section 5.
2 OBSERVATIONS
The target field was observed with BETA on three separate occa-
sions as part of the commissioning and verification of the instru-
ment. The telescope delivers 304 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth
and for these observations the sky frequency range was 711–1015
MHz, corresponding to a fractional bandwidth of 35%. The data
are captured with a frequency resolution of 18.5 kHz, using 16,416
frequency channels across the band.
The digital beamformers of BETA (Bunton et al., 2011;
Hampson et al., 2011) are capable of delivering nine dual-
polarisation beams that can be placed arbitrarily within the ∼30
square degree field of view of the instrument. At present a maxi-
mum signal-to-noise algorithm is employed to form the compound
1 https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/vlass
Figure 1. The sky area covered by the observations is shown above. Cover-
age is achieved through a combination of twelve array pointing centres (as
labelled) and the nine simultaneous beams associated with each of them,
the circles showing the approximate half power point of the beams at the
band centre (863 MHz). The nine beams are placed in a 3 × 3 square ar-
rangement, and those associated with each pointing centre are represented
by a common colour on this plot.
beams (Applebaum, 1976; Hotan et al., 2014). In brief, this ap-
proach requires the PAF elements to be excited to high significance
by a strong signal. The Sun is appropriate for such a purpose on a
12 m dish. The direction of a given beam is enforced by steering
the antenna so that the Sun lies along that direction, and determin-
ing complex weights for each of the 188 PAF elements (94 in each
orthogonal mode of linear polarisation) to maximise signal from
the Sun with respect to the system noise. In the case of these ob-
servations a regular 3 × 3 footprint of beams was employed, with
a central on-axis beam surrounded by eight additional beams on a
square grid with a spacing of 1.46 degrees between the centre of
each beam.
The spacing of the grid was chosen to be approximately the
half-power beam width of a single PAF beam at the band centre.
For ‘traditional’ mosaicking of a region of sky using a single pixel
feed interferometer, the array will typically observe a list of discrete
positions that have the primary beam from one pointing situated at
the half power point of the adjacent scan, typically with a hexagonal
arrangement. In the case of ASKAP, the three-axis mount on the
antennas in the array keeps the deployed beam pattern fixed on the
sky relative to the antenna pointing direction (unless the weights are
adjusted). Thus an appropriate combination of beam pattern and
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pointing positions can be devised to rapidly cover a large area of
sky to approximately uniform depth.
For this project the BETA array spent five minutes on each of
twelve sky positions, repeating the cycle for the 12 hour duration
of the observation. The pointing positions are arranged in six close
pairs, with the close pairs used to offset the fact that the beam spac-
ing at any given pointing is twice the value that would generally
be used for a standard mosaic (Bunton & Hay, 2011; Hay & Bird,
2015). The end result is the approximately uniform sky coverage
shown in Figure 1, effectively mimicking a traditional 108 pointing
radio survey using only twelve BETA pointings. Groups of nine
beams share the same colour in this plot.
Cycling around the twelve pointing centres with short five
minute integrations over a twelve hour observation builds up
favourable Fourier plane coverage for each of the pointings, which
is shared by the nine beams associated with that pointing. The (u,v)
plane coverage of a single pointing is shown in Figure 2. The radial
coverage afforded by the 304 MHz of bandwidth is apparent, and
the points are coloured per baseline. Note that the shortest baseline
has been removed for reasons explained in Section 3.1.
The ASKAP antennas are equipped with an additional axis of
movement (the roll axis; Forsyth et al., 2009) that keeps the paral-
lactic angle fixed over the course of an observation, and thus keeps
the beam pattern fixed on the sky without the need for continual
adjustment of the weights (Hay, 2011). For each of the pointing
positions for this survey the roll axis position was adjusted to re-
move the parallactic angle offset from scans that occur along lines
of fixed declination. The end result is a more regular survey area
that does not taper with declination.
The survey area was observed with BETA on three separate
occasions. Table 1 lists the start and end times of the ASKAP
Scheduling Blocks (SBs) used in the project. In addition to the
observations of the target field a calibration scan is performed
whereby the array executes a pointing pattern that places the stan-
dard calibrator source PKS B1934−638 at the nominal centre of
each beam for 5 minutes. These scans (marked with the asterisks in
Table 1) are used to calibrate the bandpass response of each beam
and to set the flux density scale.2 Note that SBs 1206 and 1207
were merged into a single data set. With a total duration of 8h 38m
this observation is shorter than those of SBs 1229 and 1231. Fur-
ther details of the calibration process are provided in Section 3.
The beamforming process was initiated at 05:00 UT on 2 Decem-
ber 2014, immediately prior to the first astronomical observation
performed as part of this pilot survey, as listed in Table 1. No fur-
ther updates to the beamformer weights were made during these
observations.
3 DATA REDUCTION
The procedure for calibrating and imaging the data was identical for
each of the three epochs, and essentially followed standard practice
2 This approach would likely prove too costly to be executed on a per-
observation basis for the full 36-beam ASKAP array. The calibration of
the beams for full ASKAP is likely to make use of incremental corrections
to the solutions derived from an initial reference calibration observation
of a strong calibrator source. The incremental solutions will be derived by
making use of the on-dish calibration system, an artificial radiator at the
centre of the primary reflector that is used to illuminate the PAF elements
to high significance. This feature is not part of the BETA hardware.
Figure 2. The (u,v) plane coverage of a typical pointing, in this case field
F0A from Scheduling Block 1231. Note that this (u,v) plane coverage is
shared by all nine beams associated with that pointing. Interleaving each of
the twelve pointings via the constant rotation of five minute scans builds up
good Fourier plane coverage. The radial coverage is due to the 304 MHz of
bandwidth. Each baseline has a unique colour on this plot.
Table 1. Start and end times and dates (UT) for the ASKAP Scheduling
Blocks (SBs) that were used in this project. SBs marked with an asterisk
(*) indicate that the observations consist of per-beam scans of the standard
calibrator source PKS B1934−638, as described in the text. Note that SBs
1206 and 1207 are part of the same observing run which interrupted for
approximately an hour. In total this first epoch has 8h 38m of data making
it shallower than the subsequent two epochs.
SB Date Start (UT) End (UT) Duration (h)
1205* 02-Dec-2014 06:25:39 07:12:39 0.78
1206 02-Dec-2014 07:14:44 09:56.49 2.70
1207 02-Dec-2014 11:03.04 16:59:44 5.94
1227* 07-Dec-2014 03:21:01 04:07:56 0.78
1229 07-Dec-2014 04:16:06 16:30:46 12.24
1230* 08-Dec-2014 04:09:46 04:56:41 0.78
1231 08-Dec-2014 05:00:41 17:04:51 12.07
for modern radio interferometers, albeit with a few special con-
siderations due to the multiple primary beams that BETA delivers.
It was achieved with a custom software pipeline that uses compo-
nents from numerous packages, as described in this section. The
procedure was entirely automatic. Note that the steps described in
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 were executed twice. Following the first run
an automatic source finder was used, the positions of the detected
sources were turned into a mask in order to constrain the deconvo-
lution. Once the cleaning masks were in hand, the initial calibration
was discarded and the process restarted, with the cleaning masks
employed throughout the second run. The necessity of this step is
discussed in Section 3.5.
The bespoke calibration and imaging procedure used for the
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BETA continuum data is the result of testing numerous approaches.
The methods outlined below are not expected to be those adopted
for the full ASKAP array. ASKAP has a dedicated software system
(ASKAPsoft) that is a crucial component of the telescope, designed
specifically to continuously process the data streams in pseudo real
time. ASKAPsoft is itself undergoing commissioning tests, and in
any case it relies on many properties of the final array (e.g. low
point spread function (PSF) sidelobe levels) that cannot be met
by BETA. A complete description of the ASKAP data processing
model is provided by Cornwell et al. (2011).
3.1 Pre-processing
The BETA telescope produces approximately 2 TB of visibility
data per 24 hours of observing. Each Scheduling Block produces
a single CASA format Measurement Set that contains cross and au-
tocorrelation measurements for all nine beams, with distinctions
between beams encoded via the FEED table. All four linear polar-
isation products are produced (XX, XY, YX and YY). The visi-
bilites for each beam were split into a standalone Measurement Set
using the CASA3 package (McMullin et al., 2007). Initial flagging
operations were also applied at this stage using the flagdata
task, namely the removal of the autocorrelations, the deletion of
the shortest baseline4, amplitude thresholding and a single pass of
the rflag algorithm5 as implemented in CASA.
3.2 Bandpass and flux scale calibration
The per-beam scans of PKS B1934−638 at full spectral resolu-
tion were averaged in time, and per-channel complex gain solu-
tions were derived that best correct the observed data to the model
polynomial fit to the spectrum of the source derived by Reynolds
(1994). Two passes of a sliding median filter were applied to the
derived corrections to remove errant channels. The frequency be-
haviour of these solutions thus corrects the effective bandpass of
each of the formed beams, and since the solutions were not normal-
ized they also encompass the flux density scaling of the target data.
The per-beam observations of the target field were corrected by ap-
plying the relevant calibration table derived from PKS B1934−638.
Motivated by the large field of view afforded by the 12 m dish at
these observing frequencies, we have determined via simulations
that the∼Jy-level sources in the field of PKS B1934−638 manifest
themselves as a noise-like signal at the ∼1% level when averaged
over 5 minutes of data, irrespective of the hour angle, and do not
need to be included in the calibration model.
3.3 Self-calibration
Following bandpass and flux scale correction the target data were
averaged from 16,416 × 18.5 kHz channels to 304 × 1 MHz chan-
nels. No time averaging was performed, preserving the default cor-
3 http://casa.nrao.edu
4 Antennas AK01 and AK03 are separated by only 37 m. Including this
baseline tends to degrade the quality of the image due to the introduction
of emission on large spatial scales that is not faithfully reproduced due to
the lack of spacings between the shortest two baselines of the BETA array.
This situation will improve as more antennas in the core of ASKAP come
online.
5 rflag identifies and excises errant visibility points based on their devi-
ation from statistics computed in sliding time and frequency windows.
relator integration time of 5 seconds. At this stage further improve-
ments to the data quality must be made via self-calibration tech-
niques as no additional calibration scans were made. This proceeds
as follows, for each of the twelve fields, each of which has nine
corresponding beams, giving a total of 108 datasets per target SB
that must be independently calibrated.
The CASA clean task was used to make a multi-term, multi-
frequency synthesis (MT-MFS; Rau & Cornwell, 2011) image of
the data in four spectral chunks, each having 76 MHz of band-
width: 711–787, 787–863, 863–939, 939–1015 MHz respectively
for sub-bands 1, 2, 3 and 4. As mentioned in Section 2, the roll
axis of the ASKAP telescope keeps the beam pattern fixed rela-
tive to the sky. Having sidelobes that do not rotate offers consider-
able advantages in terms of using standard direction-independent
self-calibration techniques to deal with sources in the sidelobes
(e.g. Smirnov, 2011; Heywood et al., 2013). However for a typ-
ical BETA observation in this band substantial effective depth is
achieved through the first sidelobe and numerous sources are de-
tectable. The image must therefore be wide enough to allow these
sources to be deconvolved. Thew-term is corrected for during grid-
ding (Cornwell, Golap & Bhatnagar, 2005) to more faithfully re-
cover far field sources. Also, since the purpose of these initial im-
ages is to form a sky model for refining the calibration, far field
sources must also be characterised to that end.
For a single SB this produces 12 fields × 9 beams × 4 sub-
bands = 432 images. A sky model was constructed by using the
PyBDSM (Python Blob Detection and Source Measurement; Mo-
han & Rafferty, 2015) source finder to decompose the Stokes I im-
ages into a series of point and Gaussian components. The source
finder first estimates the spatial variation in the RMS noise (σ)
in the image by stepping a box across the image, measuring the
standard deviation of the pixels within it and then interpolating the
measurements. This distribution is then subsequently used by the
source finder for thresholding purposes. Image peaks that exceed a
user-specified threshold (in this case 7σ, where σ is the local RMS
value) are identified. These peaks are then grown into islands, con-
tiguous regions where the pixel values exceed a secondary thresh-
old (in this case 5σ). Having identified these islands PyBDSM at-
tempts to fit them with point and Gaussian components, and cat-
alogue and image products describing the fit can be exported in
various formats. Manual checks when designing and refining the
calibration and image pipeline verified that the thresholds used re-
turned a largely complete model that did not include spurious fea-
tures. No assumptions about the primary beams of the telescope
have been made at this stage, thus the model captures the apparent
rather than the intrinsic brightnesses of the sources in the field.
The MeqTrees package (Noordam & Smirnov, 2010) was
used to predict model visibilities based on the per sub-band sky
models derived from the image by PyBDSM. A set of per-antenna
phase-only complex gain corrections were then solved for by com-
paring the observed visibilities to the model data. An independent
correction was derived for both the XX and YY polarisations, al-
though no polarisation information was included in the model. A
single solution was derived for each five minute scan and for each
sub-band.
3.4 Imaging
Following the correction of the data using the self-calibration so-
lutions each of the 108 individual Measurement Sets were re-
imaged and deconvolved in four spectral sub-bands using the CASA
clean task in a similar way to the process that was used to derive
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the sky model. For the final images deconvolution was performed
in two passes, a deep6 clean with the mask in place and a secondary
shallow7 pass with the mask removed. A common Gaussian restor-
ing beam of 70′′ × 60′′ (PA = 0◦) was enforced for all images.
Primary beam correction was achieved using the standard Airy
pattern for a 12 m dish appropriate for each sub-band, as computed
by the CASA imager (see also Appendix A). One quirk of the BETA
system8 is that each beam records visibilities that are fringe stopped
to a common reference direction, typically that of the array point-
ing centre, which in this case is coincident with the centre of the
on-axis formed beam. Thus when imaging off-axis beams with a
standard imaging package the region of maximal sensitivity will
be offset from the image centre at the nominal centre of the beam
that has been imaged. The primary beam images must be shifted to
the correct position before the correctional division operation oc-
curs. Corrected images were cut at the radius where the primary
beam gain dropped below 30%. Linear mosaicking was done with
the Montage9 software, using the assumed variance patterns as
weighting functions.
3.5 A note on calibration and deconvolution biases
With the removal of the shortest baseline, self-calibration of each
BETA beam involves solving for six unknowns (the per-beam
complex gain terms) using only 14 equations (one per base-
line, e.g. Cornwell & Wilkinson, 1981; Ekers, 1984). The self-
calibration problem for BETA is therefore relatively poorly con-
strained when compared to an array such as the VLA (27 antennas,
351 baselines), ASKAP (36 antennas, 630 baselines) or MeerKAT
(64 antennas, 2016 baselines). A careful and conservative approach
must be adopted in order to avoid self-calibration biases, whereby
the contribution to the visibility measurement made by sources
that are not in the sky model can be subsumed into the gain cor-
rections causing that set of (typically fainter) sources to be sup-
pressed. Incomplete sky models can also impart subtle and highly
non-intuitive features into a radio image, see for example Grobler
et al. (2014).
Furthermore the phenomenon of clean bias (or snapshot bias)
must also be considered. This also typically manifests itself as a
systematic underestimation of the source flux densities above some
threshold, and has been shown to exhibit flux-dependent suppres-
sion of the fainter sources, as well as affect the flux densities of
sources below the thermal noise limit (White et al., 2007). Most
investigations into clean bias have been conducted using VLA data
(where strong linear features in the snapshot PSF are thought to
exacerbate the problem) via the injection of synthetic sources with
known brightness into the data (Condon et al., 1998; Becker, White
& Helfand, 1995). A thorough understanding of the problem in
the context of broadband radio continuum imaging is yet to be
achieved, however Helfand, White & Becker (2015) note that bias
appears to correlate with interference levels.
Blind cleaning of the BETA data with varying number of it-
erations shows that the recovered flux densities of sources (partic-
6 For the initial deep deconvolution the clean cycle is terminated when the
peak residual is below 5 times the RMS noise of the corresponding Stokes
V image (see Section 4.2), or at 5,000 iterations, whichever occurs first.
7 The shallow cleaning operation consists only of 100 blind iterations on
the residuals remaining following the initial deep clean.
8 This will not be the case for any ASKAP array that is equipped with Mark
II PAFs.
9 http://montage.ipac.caltech.edu/
ularly at the faint end) can be strongly affected by the deconvolu-
tion, likely due to the high (∼15% of peak) PSF sidelobe levels of
the six dish array. Thus we only apply shallow deconvolution to
the residual data following the deconvolution step that employed
masks. This results in accurate flux density measurements (Section
4.3) and reliable automatic pipelining of the data, however the price
we pay for this is an effectively higher noise floor (Section 4.2).
The symptoms introduced by these biases are temporary, in
that they are expected to be greatly reduced as more antennas in
the ASKAP array come online. The self-calibration procedure will
be better constrained and the deconvolution process will be much
more robust as the PSF side lobes are significantly reduced due
to the improved (u,v) plane coverage. It is pleasing to note that
the most troublesome aspects of processing the data from this new
telescope occurred simply because we only had six antennas at our
disposal.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Wide field radio images
The automated calibration and imaging procedure described in Sec-
tion 3 was applied to each of the three observations of this field,
resulting in 432 primary beam corrected images per epoch. Four
sub-band mosaics were produced from the 4 × 76 MHz chunks of
calibrated data across the 304 MHz band: . The full band mosaics
were formed by linearly mosaicking all 432 images per epoch in
order to include a (somewhat coarse) frequency-dependent primary
beam correction. These full band mosaics form the basis of the in-
strumental verification presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, as well
as the variability study presented in Section 4.6. A combined, deep
image was generated by stacking the mosaics formed from the three
epochs. This is used to produce a catalogue of the components in
the image as described in Section 4.7, as well as to measure the dif-
ferential source counts at 863 MHz (Section 4.8). Combined three-
epoch sub-band mosaics were also produced. These were used to
examine the in-band spectral performance of BETA in Section 4.5,
as well as produce estimates of the source spectral indices for the
catalogue. Prior to combining the images, astrometric corrections
were applied in order to correct minor offsets in the coordinate
frames, as described in Section 4.4.
To summarise: each of the three epochs resulted in five mo-
saics (four sub-band and one full band) and there are an additional
five mosaics for the combined data, twenty images in total. The
combined epoch, full band radio mosaic is shown in Figure 3. The
PyBDSM source finder using a pixel threshold of 5σ and an island
threshold of 3σ (where σ is the source finder’s own estimate of the
local noise, see Section 3.3) was used to produce component lists
for each of these images for cross-matching and verification pur-
poses.
4.2 Sensitivity and confusion
Estimates of the local background noise produced by PyBDSM
serve to deliver a source catalogue that has very high reliability,
and the resulting RMS maps are very useful for computing the vis-
ibility areas at different flux thresholds (Section 4.8). They may not
however be a reliable indicator of the thermal noise performance of
the observation, and more accurately quantify the ‘effective’ noise
of the image. In the case of the BETA observations the effective
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Figure 3. Total intensity mosaic formed from combining the images from all three epochs. The rectangle marks the area presented in Figure 9 and Section 4.5,
and the area of overlap with the Spitzer South Pole Telescope Deep Field is shown. The single significantly variable source J223825−511419 (Section 4.6) is
also marked. The greyscale is linear and runs from−30 to 80 mJy beam−1.
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noise limit is dominated by three effects. The first is typical of ra-
dio interferometer maps in that the regions around bright sources
tend to have elevated artefact levels due to calibration deficiencies.
The other two effects at play here are deconvolution related: the
conservative approach to calibration and deconvolution employed
in order to minimise biases (Section 3.5) results in only shallow
cleaning of the faint sources in the image. Residual sidelobes thus
contribute significantly to the image background. The second ef-
fect comes about by our use of image-plane combination of the
data across the band. As the true noise floor is pushed down, fainter
sources are revealed that have not been cleaned at all.
Classical source confusion is not expected to be contribut-
ing to the effective noise in these images. The level of classical
confusion can be estimated by using the extragalactic radio con-
tinuum simulation of Wilman et al. (2008; 2010). The simulation
uses observed and extrapolated luminosity functions to generate
mock galaxy populations including radio loud and quiet AGN, qui-
escent star forming galaxies and Gigahertz Peaked Spectrum (GPS)
sources, the clustering properties of which are determined by a
model of the underlying dark matter distribution. The result is a cat-
alogue of ∼260 million components over 400 square degrees with
a flux limit of 10 nJy, with each component having an estimate of
its radio flux density at five frequencies.
We linearly interpolate the simulated 610 and 1400 MHz flux
density measurements to 863 MHz, and determine the flux limit at
which the number of sources per unit area exceeds a threshold at
which the observations are deemed to be confused. From this we
estimate that the classical confusion limit for the BETA observa-
tions is 337 µJy for m = 10, and 180 µJy for m = 5, where m is the
number of beams per source, the criterion typically used to define
classical confusion (Wilson, Rohlfs & Hu¨ttemeister, 2013). Simu-
lations based on the faint source count measurements of Condon
et al. (2012) estimate the classical confusion limit to be 158 and
202 µJy beam−1 at 711 and 1015 MHz respectively for a resolu-
tion of 70′′ × 60′′ (J. Condon, private communication).
We can estimate the true thermal noise performance of the
data by forming Stokes V images and reproducing the mosaics.
More accurately these maps will be pseudo-Stokes-V, as although
use of the unpolarised calibrator PKS B1934-638 leads to accurate
calibration of the XX and YY gains, no further polarisation cali-
bration has taken place, and some instrumental leakage from other
Stokes parameters into V will be present. Thus even intrinsically
unpolarised sources will leave some fraction of their Stokes I flux
in the Stokes V image, the level of which is coupled to the differ-
ence between the true XX and YY beams and the assumed primary
beam used to correct the images at the position of the source. The
error introduced by these differences typically increases with dis-
tance from the centre of the beam, thus spurious emission in the
Stokes V mosaics is effectively suppressed by the mosaic weight-
ing scheme. Sources that are both bright and strongly intrinsically
polarised will also in principle remain in the image, typically at a
level that is a few percent of their Stokes I brightness.
Figure 4 shows histograms of pixel intensity as measured from
the pseudo-Stokes-V mosaics over regions that have more than one
beam contributing to them. The columns are the three epochs and
the combined data, and the rows show the four sub-bands plus and
the full-band data. The sensitivity gain afforded by averaging in
time (first three columns into the final column) or frequency (first
four rows into the final row) is clear. The labeled pink bars show
the ±1σ values, where σ is the standard deviation of the pixel his-
tograms. We assume that these measurements give an accurate mea-
surement of the thermal noise (from the effective absence of any
Figure 4. The pink histograms of the pixel intensities of the pseudo-Stokes-
V mosaics provide effective measurements of the thermal noise of the ob-
servations, the±1σ values of which are indicated by the upper bars on each
subplot. The effective noise level (estimated by PyBDSM from the Stokes
I mosaics) is elevated by a factor of ∼3, primarily due to incomplete de-
convolution, as indicated by the lower bars on each subplot. The columns
are the three epochs and the combined data, and the rows show the four
sub-bands plus the full-band data. Refer to the text for full details.
astronomical signal). Also shown on the plot via the blue bars are
the median values of the noise measurements from the correspond-
ing PyBDSM Stokes I RMS map. The effective noise is typically a
factor of ∼3 higher than the expected thermal noise.
This is undesirable, but is a penalty that is paid in exchange for
the autonomous pipelining of the data. Human-guided calibration
and imaging of BETA data can successfully deal with this issue,
primarily by supervised deconvolution and identification of spuri-
ous image features, and the manual construction of deep sky mod-
els. We note that sidelobe confusion, as with the calibration and
deconvolution biases, will be much reduced in future versions of
the ASKAP array.
4.3 Photometry
As with a traditional single pixel feed interferometer, regular ob-
servations of a calibrator source are required to determine the abso-
lute flux density scale in the presence of temporal instrumental gain
drifts. With a PAF system however the primary beams are formed
from weighted sums of the signals from many individual elements.
While the directional responses of the individual elements can be
assumed to be stable (as can to first order the primary beam re-
sponse of a single pixel feed telescope), the temporal drifts in the
electronic gains of these elements have the potential to modulate
the shape of the compound beams (Smirnov & Ivashina, 2011).
While the absolute flux density response of the array can be cor-
rected by visiting a known calibrator, correcting variations in the
off-axis response due to element gain drifts can only be done by
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Figure 5. Peak flux densities of the BETA components compared to those
of matched components from the SUMSS catalogue for the three epochs
and the combined data. The red points indicate components that appear un-
resolved in SUMSS (and should therefore be unresolved in the BETA data).
The hard lower edge on the combined data plot (lower right) is due to the
6 mJy beam−1 peak flux limit of SUMSS. The number of matched compo-
nents for the four panels are (left to right, top to bottom) 1,841; 2,282; 2,241
and 2,927. The relative shallowness of the first epoch and the increased
depth of the combined data are reflected in these counts. The coloured bars
on the combined panel denote the ranges of the flux density bins used to
construct Figure 6.
Figure 6. Histogram of component counts as a function of their BETA
to SUMSS peak flux density measurements. The sources are grouped into
logarithmically-spaced bins according to their BETA peak flux density, as
indicated by the key above and by the stripes on the lower right panel of Fig-
ure 5. The faintest bin is represented by the black line histogram for clarity.
Values on the figure show the median, the mean and the standard deviation
of the ratios per bin.
making compensatory adjustments of the beamformer weights10.
For the survey presented in this paper, the BETA beamformers were
loaded with appropriate weights prior to the first observation and
these weights were not adjusted for the week over which the obser-
vations were conducted.
We examine the photometric accuracy and stability of our ob-
servations by cross matching the list of sources detected in the full
band, per-epoch radio mosaics, as well as in the final combined
mosaic, with the SUMSS catalogue. The 843 MHz observing fre-
quency of SUMSS is slightly offset from our 863 MHz observing
frequency, however the fractional change in the flux density of a
typical α = −0.7 (S ∝ να) source between the observing fre-
quencies of SUMSS and these observations is less than 2%. We
do not attempt to correct for this. Components were matched by
searching for the pairwise minimum separation, and requiring that
this separation be less than 20′′, or roughly one third of the BETA
synthesised beam width. In addition, contiguous islands of emis-
sion in the BETA catalogues that contained more than a single fit-
ted component were rejected. This has the effect of only selecting
isolated sources for the cross matching, avoiding regions of emis-
sion that may be fitted by different multiple components between
the surveys, although with the somewhat low angular resolution of
these observations such complex sources are rare.
Figure 5 shows a log-log plot of the peak flux densities of
the SUMSS components against those of the matching BETA com-
ponents for the three epochs, as well as the combined epoch as
marked above each panel. The diagonal line is the 1:1 relation-
ship. Increased scatter in the measurements with decreasing flux
density is to be expected as the noise of the observations becomes
an increasingly significant fraction of the component brightness. In
addition to this feature, the distributions in Figure 5 show a non-
linear shift from an excess in the BETA measurements at the bright
end to SUMSS excess at the faint end. This shift is visualised and
quantified in Figure 6 which shows histograms of the component
counts as a function of their BETA to SUMSS peak flux density
ratios. These are grouped into logarithmically-spaced bins accord-
ing to their BETA peak flux density measurements, as indicated on
Figure 6, and by the coloured bars in the lower right panel of Figure
5. The numbers on Figure 6 show the median, mean and standard
deviation of the ratios for each flux density bin, moving from a few
percent excess in the BETA measurements at the bright end to a
∼15% decrement in the faintest bin.
Such shifts away from the 1:1 relationship are often seen
when comparing flux density measurements from surveys with mis-
matched angular resolution and depth. For example, Franzen et
al. (2015) compare ATCA flux density measurements to deeper
VLA data for a sample of unresolved sources, noting an excess
in the ATCA measurements that approaches a factor of 1.5 times
the VLA flux density for the faintest sources. This is ascribed in
part to Eddington bias (Eddington, 1913) skewing the measure-
ments high in the shallower ATCA data. Allison, Sadler & Meekin
(2014) compare SUMSS data to matched sources from the single
dish Continuum HI Parkes All Sky Survey catalogue (Calabretta,
Staveley-Smith & Barnes, 2014), resulting in a distribution that is
qualitatively very similar to those in Figure 5, and Hodge et al.
10 Such a system will be implemented for ASKAP’s Mark II PAF system
through the use of the on-dish calibration system, allowing a noise source to
be radiated onto the PAF from the centre of the primary reflector. Direction
dependent calibration schemes are another viable method for dealing with
these effects.
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(2011) see a trend towards excess brightness in their VLA A-array
measurements compared to the lower resolution FIRST measure-
ments which they interpret in terms of resolution biases.
Due to projection effects, the resolution of SUMSS is
45′′ × (45 csc |δ|)′′ where δ is the declination, increasing the north-
south size of the PSF from 50′′ to 60′′ over the extent of the com-
mon area. However for all positions the PSF of the SUMSS survey
is (a factor of 1.1–1.5 times) smaller than that of BETA. SUMSS
resolves ∼10% of sources (∼25% at its southernmost declinations,
∼2% towards the celestial equator). No clear trend emerges in ex-
aminations of the difference between the BETA and SUMSS mea-
surements as a function of the deconvolved source major axis. Se-
lecting sources that are unresolved in SUMSS by requiring a peak
to integrated flux ratio of between 0.98 and 1.02 results in the sub-
set of objects denoted by the red points on Figure 5, and a two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the hypothesis that these
are drawn from distinct distributions (p-value = 15%). If resolution
bias is at play here it is not likely to be the dominant cause of the
observed trend.
Serra et al. (2015) used 30 hours of BETA time to conduct HI
imaging of a nearby galaxy group over the frequency range 1.4025–
1.4210 MHz (1.3% fractional bandwidth). Cross referencing of the
sources detected in the corresponding continuum image with the
NVSS catalogue revealed a median and mean excess of 7% in the
BETA measurements. In fractional terms these approximately cor-
respond to the sources above our third flux density bin in Figure 6,
so the discrepancy is consistent with our full bandwidth continuum
measurements. Serra et al. (2015) remark that inaccuracies in mod-
els of the primary beams may be the cause, and such effects would
certainly also be present in the data presented here. Calibration and
deconvolution biases may also be present in both data sets, despite
efforts to minimise them.
Epoch to epoch stability is demonstrated in Figure 7. This
shows the differences in the peak component flux density values
for pairs of epochs, expressed as a fraction of the mean value for
the pair. The x-axis compares the first and the second epoch and
the y-axis compares the second and the third epoch. Again, the
points are colour coded by their peak flux density, as measured
in the second epoch (SB 1229). The increased spread due to de-
creasing signal-to-noise ratio is evident. Note that the catalogues
exclude sources that have a peak flux density of less than 5σ, so
a two epoch comparison of a source at the detection threshold for
two observations of equal depth will by definition exhibit apparent
variability at the 20% level. The diagonal bias in Figure 7 results
naturally from making this type of plot from noisy data. Making
three measurements of a source of fixed brightness in the presence
of independent Gaussian noise will result in a light curve that is
either rising, falling, or peaks or dips in the centre. These four sce-
narios place the object in one of the marked quadrants on Figure 7.
For a large number of measurements the upper left and lower right
(peaking or dipping) quadrants will contain twice as many points
as the rising or falling quadrants. It is trivial to prove this with a
simple Monte Carlo simulation.
The broadening of the distribution in the x-direction is likely
due to the decreased effective depth of the first epoch. There is also
an offset from the zero line in the y-direction, suggesting that a
∼2–3% offset in the measured values is present for the final epoch.
Examination of the calibrated spectra of PKS B1934−638 for these
two epochs shows no such offset, suggesting that this is either due
to a system-wide gain drift associated with SB 1231 that the phase-
only self-calibration does not correct, or an image-plane effect. Ele-
ment gain drifts will cause derived beamformer weights to become
Figure 7. The differences in the peak component flux densities for a pair
of epochs expressed as a fraction of the mean value for that pair. The cen-
tral epoch (SB 1229) is chosen as a reference epoch and the plot shows the
SB 1231 to SB 1229 values against the SB 1229 to SB 1206–1207 values,
i.e. the first and second epoch are compared on the x-axis, and the second
and third epoch are compared on the y-axis. The matched components are
placed into logarithmically-spaced bins depending on their peak flux den-
sity value in the reference epoch, SB 1229, as indicated by the colour scale.
The increased scatter due to the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio is clear.
increasingly inaccurate over time, and this slight degradation in
the flux accuracy may be a manifestation of such ‘ageing’ of the
weights.
How does this ∼2–3% flux scale offset compare to measure-
ments made with other synthesis arrays? This offset is not anoma-
lously damaging. Perley & Butler (2013) claim that at L-band the
VLA will exhibit a scatter in measured flux densities of better than
1% solely due to the accuracy of the flux-scale transfer from the pri-
mary calibrator, rising to 3% at higher frequencies, although they
note that non-optimal calibration methods and observing conditions
can degrade this accuracy significantly. The ATCA exhibits similar
levels of accuracy from the flux-scale transfer, better than 3% (J.
Stevens, private communication). Croft et al. (2010; 2011) present a
multi-epoch transient survey using the 42-element Allen Telescope
Array, and note flux scale offsets of up to a factor of 2 between their
epochs. They ascribe this to the significantly differing (u,v) plane
coverages between some of their 60 second snapshot observations
introducing variable levels of clean bias. The PAF beams appear
to be stable enough to conduct astronomical measurements over
timescales of order one week, and in any case it is likely that the
beam weights will be refreshed or adjusted on shorter timescales
for the full ASKAP system, and increasing the calibration of the
beam gain amplitudes would likely remove the offset we identify
here.
4.4 Astrometry
The uncertainty in the position of a radio source as measured from
an interferometric image generally has two components. These are
a statistical component that is related to the signal to noise ratio
of the detection and the angular resolution of the instrument, and
a systematic component that is associated with errors in the astro-
metric reference frame that are generally calibration related. The
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former can be understood analytically (Condon, 1997) whereas the
magnitude of the latter component is typically determined by com-
paring the measured positions of significant numbers of sources
with external measurements of high accuracy, for example a set of
calibrator sources with accurate VLBI positions, at flux densities
that are high enough to render the statistical component insignifi-
cant (e.g. Condon et al., 1998; Prandoni et al., 2000; Bondi et al.
2003). Indeed one of the purposes of regular phase referencing ob-
servations of a strong calibrator that is close to the target field is to
tie the astrometric reference frame of the target field to the position
of the calibrator source, which is typically known to high accuracy.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, only a single calibration scan of
PKS B1934−638 was performed for each of the twelve hour tar-
get observations. While an initial set of phase corrections will be
made as part of the bandpass and flux scale calibration, this may be
inadequate for two reasons: (i) PKS B1934−638 is approximately
25 degrees away from the centre of the mosaic, and (ii) complex
gain variations over the course of the observation may result in as-
trometric errors that will then be frozen in by the self-calibration
procedure.
We investigate the magnitude of both the statistical and sys-
tematic calibration uncertainties in our observations by matching
source positions to those of the SUMSS catalogue, and correcting
for the latter effect by shifting the coordinate frame of the BETA
observations by the mean offset in RA and Dec on a per-epoch
basis. The combined three-epoch images are formed from the re-
aligned data. The mean offsets in (RA, Dec) in arcseconds for the
three epochs in chronological order are (−2.3,−3.5), (−12.3,−3.1)
and (−4.5,−3.9), where north and west are positive, all a small
fraction of the (70′′ × 60′′) synthesised beam width.
Figure 8 shows the residual positional offsets in right ascen-
sion and declination between sources detected in the BETA data
and their SUMSS counterparts, following the application of the
corrections. The extent of the panels in these plots are equal to
the minor axis of the BETA synthesised beam. As with Figure 7,
matched components are coloured by where their flux densities lie
in a set of logarithmically-spaced bins as per the colour scale. The
stronger sources have much tighter constraints on their positions
as expected, an effect that also manifests itself via the shrinking of
the cyan ellipse. The extent of this ellipse in RA and Dec is the
1σ scatter in the residual offsets. It is largest for the noisiest first
epoch (upper left panel) and smallest for the final combined mo-
saic (lower right panel). The extents of these ellipses are provided
in the figure caption. Note also that there is only a single cluster
of points around the (0,0) position for all mosaics, indicating that
there are no significant beam-dependent astrometric errors. The ex-
tension of the distribution in the north-south direction is likely due
to the elongation of the restoring beam in that direction, as well as
that of the SUMSS synthesised beam, also elongated in the north-
south direction and exhibiting axial ratios of between 1.15 and 1.35
over the declination range covered by our imaging.
Following the positional corrections, the coordinate frame of
the BETA observations is therefore tied to that of the SUMSS sur-
vey, which was in turn verified against that of NVSS. The errors in
(RA, Dec) for the SUMSS survey are (1.5, 1.7) arcseconds (Mauch
et al., 2003), and we can therefore expect a similar uncertainty in
the BETA positions due to astrometric frame errors, i.e. <3% of
the extent of a synthesised beam at worst. The 1σ statistical un-
certainty in the one-dimensional position of a radio component is
approximately θ/2S where θ is the size of the restoring beam along
that direction and S is the signal to noise ratio of the detection. The
positional accuracies of radio surveys are generally best checked
Figure 8. Residual offsets in RA and Dec for BETA sources matched with
counterparts from SUMSS, following the application of the bulk astrometric
corrections as described in the text. Left to right, top to bottom, the panels
show the three epochs and the final combined data, the number of matches
sources being 1841, 2282, 2241 and 2927 respectively. The cyan ellipses
show the 1σ scatter in the measured offsets, representing the statistical un-
certainties. The extent of these ellipses in (RA, Dec) in arcseconds are (3.7,
4.9), (3.6, 4.3), (3.6, 4.6) and (3.5, 4.4). Matched sources are colour coded
by where their flux densities are placed in a set of logarithmically-spaced
bins as per the colour scale. Note that the extent of the synthesised beam
is 70′′ × 60′′, i.e. the approximate extent of the panels in the figure above.
Elongation of the distribution in the north-south direction is likely to be re-
lated to the synthesised beam of SUMSS having an axial ratio of between
1.15 and 1.35 (longest in the north-south direction) over the declination
range of our survey.
by cross matching them with an external set of higher resolution or
higher signal to noise observations such that the errors are domi-
nated by those in the survey being verified. There are insufficient
ATCA calibrators with high positional accuracy within our survey
area to perform such a test. The fact that we are comparing the po-
sitions to an external data set with similar angular resolution and
depth means that the statistical uncertainties will not obey the re-
ciprocal relationship with S, hence the full band uncertainties do
not improve on the sub-band uncertainties by a factor of two.
The calibration approach for the full ASKAP array will in-
volve the use of a Global Sky Model (Cornwell et al., 2011). Ide-
ally the minimum form that such a model would take would be
akin to an existing calibrator list with accurate position measure-
ments, but with the density of viable calibrator sources increased
such that there was at least one in every 30 square degree ASKAP
field. However the calibration model also assumes that the most re-
cently determined set of calibration solutions is used to correct the
instrumental state at the start of an observation. The stability exhib-
ited over the course of this pilot continuum survey bodes well for
this being a viable approach.
4.5 In-band spectral indices
A four channel frequency cube from the sub-band mosaics was pro-
duced for the combined epoch data. Pixels with values less than 5
mJy beam−1 were masked, corresponding to a cut at the 2–3σ level
depending on the band (see Figure 4). A pixel-wise estimation of
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the spectral index (α) was made by performing a linear fit to the log
of the pixel values in log frequency space, for all directions where
all four spectral points were unmasked, assuming S ∝ να where S
is the flux density and ν is the frequency. The value of α that was
determined for the non-masked pixels was then written to a FITS
file to provide a spectral index map of the survey area. A 3× 2 de-
gree sub image of the survey is shown in Figure 9 (corresponding
to the boxed area highlighted on Figure 3) with the total intensity
contours overlaid on the spectral index. The base contour is 5 mJy
beam−1 and the levels increase in multiples of this according to the
sequence (50, 50.5, 51.0, 51.5, . . .). A demonstration that significant
astrometric errors across the band are not affecting the construction
of the spectral index map is provided in Appendix B.
To verify the BETA in-band spectral index measurements we
return to the component catalogues derived from the combined
epoch data, in which the source finder will provide reliable sin-
gle estimates of the component flux densities. The procedure for
determining α is the same as the pixel-wise method, i.e. a linear
fit to the component flux density measurements against frequency
in log-log space. The matching criteria were the same as those de-
scribed in Section 4.4 with the additional constraint that a com-
ponent must have a matched detection in all four sub-bands. A
normalized histogram of the BETA spectral index measurements
is shown in grey in the upper panel of Figure 10. The median
(with one standard deviation error) of the spectral index distribu-
tion is −0.92 ± 0.57. Also shown on this figure is the overall me-
dian spectral index of −0.83 measured from the overlap region be-
tween SUMSS and NVSS (vertical line; Mauch et al., 2003). Addi-
tional normalized histograms show spectral index distributions as
determined by cross-matching Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
(GMRT) observations at 325 and 610 MHz with VLA observa-
tions at 1400 MHz. Specifically, and in decreasing order of area
and increasing order of depth, these are 325 MHz GMRT observa-
tions of the equatorial Galaxy And Mass Assembly fields (Mauch
et al., 2013) cross matched with the FIRST survey (turquoise his-
togram), 610 MHz GMRT observations of the ELAIS-N1, ELAIS-
N2, Spitzer First Look Survey and Lockman Hole fields (Garn et
al., 2007; Garn et al., 2008a; Garn et al. 2008b) cross-matched
with the FIRST survey (orange histogram) and GMRT 610 MHz
and VLA 1400 MHz observations of the VIMOS VLT Deep Sur-
vey field (Bondi et al., 2003; Bondi et al. 2007; pink histogram).
Summaries of these distributions can be found in Table 2. The pos-
itive spectral index tail in the Garn et al. (2008a, 2008b) data is
likely due to artifactual faint sources in their catalogue, the signif-
icant number of which results in many spurious associations with
the higher frequency data (Ibar et al., 2009). The BETA in-band
measurements agree with both the MOST-VLA and GMRT-VLA
distributions within the scatter.
A closer angular resolution match was the reason that the
FIRST survey (5′′) was chosen over NVSS (45′′) for the GMRT
(14–23.5′′ at 325 MHz, 5′′ at 610 MHz) cross matching in an ef-
fort to minimise resolution biases from contaminating the spectral
index measurements, and integrated flux as opposed to peak flux
density measurements were used for the same reason. We note that
the median spectral indices we determine are in good agreement
with the GMRT-NVSS measurements (−0.71 ± 0.38) presented
by Mauch et al. (2013), and that approximately three quarters of
the 325 MHz GMRT sources are marginally resolved or unresolved
(Speak/Sint > 0.95).
The lower panel on Figure 10 shows the spectral index distri-
bution as a function of 863 MHz flux density. This is expressed as
a contour plot of the normalized 2D histogram of the data points
Table 2. Source spectral index (α, where flux density S ∝ να for frequency
ν) properties as derived from in-band BETA measurements and two-band
measurements from existing radio surveys. The median and standard devi-
ation values of the spectral index distributions are presented, corresponding
to the measurements plotted in Figure 10. References for the external sur-
veys used are provided in the text. This table lists the surveys in decreasing
order of depth.
ν1 ν2 αmed σα Array1 Array2
(MHz) (MHz)
843 1400 −0.83 – MOST VLA (NVSS)
711 1015 −0.92 0.57 BETA –
325 1400 −0.78 0.34 GMRT VLA (FIRST)
610 1400 −0.68 0.63 GMRT VLA (FIRST)
610 1400 −0.84 0.42 GMRT VLA (VIMOS)
in the flux density against spectral index plane with contour values
of (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9). Colour coding of the various sur-
veys shown are consistent with those of the upper panel. Natural
broadening of the distribution with decreasing flux density occurs
due to the same signal to noise considerations that have been dis-
cussed previously. GMRT-VLA measurements are interpolated to
863 MHz. SUMSS values are not adjusted from their 843 MHz
measurements.
Transitions in the typical spectral index at high flux densities
occur due to the shift between flat spectrum quasars and steeper
spectrum radio galaxies (at >100 mJy), more readily seen in higher
frequency observations (e.g. Massardi et al., 2011). At fainter lev-
els Mauch et al. (2003) report a shift towards flatter spectrum
sources with decreasing flux density, likely due to the transition
from steep spectrum Fanaroff-Riley Type-I radio galaxies (Fanaroff
& Riley, 1974) to lower luminosity flat spectrum AGN. Some stud-
ies (e.g. Randall et al., 2012) report no significant shift in the typical
source spectral index at ∼mJy levels.
The GMRT and VLA observations we have selected for com-
parison to the BETA data form a suitable tiered arrangement in
terms of their depth and area, and the shallowest and deepest ob-
servations report steeper median spectral indices than the central
observations. Insight into a possible shift in the typical radio source
spectral index as a function of flux density is beyond the scope of
this paper, and indeed is not feasible with the BETA data presented.
A possibly significant consideration for any systematic errors
in the BETA measurements is that the simple assumptions made
about the primary beam (Section 3.4) are inadequate. A model that
assumed a primary beam that was narrower than the actual beam at
the top end of the band (or did not faithfully capture a frequency
scaling that differed significantly from the usual linear behaviour)
would result in a systematic steepening of the spectral index of a
source when measured using the sub-band mosaicking technique
described above. We touch on this issue again in Appendix A.
Beam formation and shape determination is a primary activity in
commissioning of ASKAP, and it will be informative when this is-
sue is revisited as part of future ASKAP observations employing
shape-constrained primary beams.
4.6 Transient and variability search
The Variables and Slow Transients (VAST; Murphy et al., 2013)
pipeline ingests a time series of images and performs a com-
parative analysis in order to detect variability via both image to
image comparison and with reference to an external catalogue,
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Figure 9. A 3◦ × 2◦ region of the combined ASKAP-BETA radio continuum mosaic, as indicated on Figure 3, with total intensity contours overlaid on the
spectral index image. The base contour is 5 mJy beam−1 and the levels increase in multiples of this according to the sequence (50, 50.5, 51.0, 51.5, . . .).
in this case SUMSS. A full description of the pipeline is pro-
vided by Bell et al. (2014). No significant variability was found
across the week-long time baseline of the observations we present
here; however when comparing the images to the SUMSS data,
the pipeline reported a single detection. The identified source was
J223825−511419 with a flux density of 24.1 mJy in the SUMSS
catalogue and a flux density of 52.8 mJy in our combined image.
The source is a candidate quasar, detected at 5, 8 and 20 GHz as part
of the AT20G survey (Murphy et al., 2010), and is also a ROSAT
X-ray source. Its position is marked on Figure 3.
In comparable work, Bannister et al. (2011) search for vari-
able radio sources within archival Molonglo Observatory Synthe-
sis Telescope images. The survey covered 2,776 deg2 at an observ-
ing frequency of 843 MHz with 5σ sensitivity >14 mJy beam−1.
Over their survey area they report the detection of 53 variable
sources, which implies a surface density of variables on the sky
of 0.02 deg−2. The work by Bannister et al. (2011) focused on a
variety of variability timescales from 24 hours to 20 years. By com-
paring these BETA observations with SUMSS we probe a timescale
of ∼ 17.5 years only. Scaling the surface density reported by Ban-
nister et al. (2011) we expect ∼3 variable sources in this study.
Accounting for differences in timescales probed we conclude that
these numbers are in good agreement. A cross-check of the vari-
able source found in this survey with the list of sources reported by
Bannister et al. (2011) revealed that they did not identify it as being
significantly variable.
4.7 Source catalogue
The PyBDSM source finder was used to extract a component
catalogue from the deep mosaic image formed from a combination
of all epochs and sub-bands. Components were fit to islands of
emission that had a peak brightness of >5σ and an island boundary
threshold of >3σ, where σ is the local estimate of the background
noise level. Component spectral indices are assigned by matching
positions at which spectral indices were successfully fit (Section
4.5). Following the excision of some spurious detections at the
noisy edge of the mosaic the final catalogue contains 3,722 compo-
nents, 1,037 of which have in-band spectral index measurements.
Ten random entries are extracted from the catalogue and presented
in Table 3 to demonstrate the structure. The columns are defined as
follows:
(1) Identifier for the component formed from its HHMMSS.SS+/-
DDMMSS.SS right ascension and declination position in J2000
coordinates.
(2) Right ascension of the component in degrees.
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Figure 10. Histograms of the distribution of spectral indices (defined as
S ∝ να) from the BETA in-band measurements and the two-frequency ex-
ternal survey measurements are presented in the upper panel. The lower
panel shows component flux density (interpolated to 863 MHz for the ex-
ternal measurements) as function of component spectral index. For clarity,
contours are used to trace the normalized density of points in this plot, hav-
ing values of (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). The vertical lines on both plots shows
the median spectral index value of the SUMSS survey.
(3) Declination of the component in degrees.
(4) The 1σ uncertainty in right ascension in arcseconds.
(5) The 1σ uncertainty in declination in arcseconds.
(6) Integrated flux density of the component in mJy.
(7) The 1σ uncertainty in the integrated flux density of the
component in mJy.
(8) Peak flux density of the component in mJy beam−1.
(9) The 1σ uncertainty in the peak flux density of the component
in mJy beam−1.
(10) Estimate of the local RMS noise at the position of the
component in mJy beam−1.
(11) Spectral index (α) of the component formed via a fit to the
component flux densities across the four sub-bands. See Section
4.5 for further details.
(12) Deconvolved major axis size of the Gaussian fitted to the
component in arcseconds. A value of zero indicates that the source
Figure 11. Differential source counts normalized to a Euclidean universe
with observationally derived counts at 610 MHz (pink points) and 1400
MHz (blue points), with the 863 MHz counts derived from the BETA data
shown in black (see also Table 4). The observed counts shown are from
various authors, as tabulated by de Zotti et al. (2010). Error bars have been
omitted from the 610 and 1400 MHz data for clarity. The solid lines show
the corresponding AGN count models by Massardi et al. (2010).
is unresolved.
(13) The 1σ uncertainty in the major axis of the component in
arcseconds.
(14) Deconvolved minor axis size of the Gaussian fitted to the
component in arcseconds. A value of zero indicates that the source
is unresolved.
(15) The 1σ uncertainty in the minor axis of the component in
arcseconds.
(16) Position angle measured east of north of the Gaussian fitted to
the component in degrees.
(17) The 1σ uncertainty in the position angle of the component in
degrees.
(18) Zero-indexed unique identifier for the component.
(19) Zero-indexed unique identifier for the source.
(20) Zero-indexed unique identifier for the island.
Note that the values quoted in columns (4) and (5) are derived
from the uncertainty in the component fitting and are thus sensitive
only to the statistical component discussed in Section 4.4. A more
rigorous estimation of the positional errors can be achieved by the
quadrature sum of the listed values and the astrometric uncertain-
ties that are tied to those of SUMSS (see Section 4.4). The complete
catalogue is available online as supplementary material.
4.8 Differential source counts at 863 MHz
Figure 11 shows the Euclidean-normalized differential source
counts at 863 MHz derived from the BETA data. Error bars are
Poissonian. The source counts are determined from the final cat-
alogue in logarithmically-spaced flux density bins. The visibility
area, i.e. the area over which the survey is capable of detecting
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ID R.A. Decl. σR.A. σDecl. Sint σSint Speak σSpeak Local RMS
[deg] [deg] [arcsec] [arcsec] (mJy) (mJy) (mJy b−1) (mJy b−1) (mJy b−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
J225457.52−500138.10 343.7397 −50.0273 0.11 0.16 283.57 2.01 254.72 1.20 1.17
J225303.43−575625.37 343.2643 −57.9404 0.55 0.41 149.48 1.99 94.69 1.32 1.23
J222640.45−580424.37 336.6686 −58.0734 8.60 5.05 30.84 2.48 12.43 1.83 1.75
J231720.60−593405.91 349.3359 −59.5683 1.08 1.23 21.72 1.85 23.62 1.04 1.06
J225656.90−502229.66 344.2371 −50.3749 2.14 4.31 12.01 2.23 11.66 1.27 1.29
J224937.76−582124.10 342.4074 −58.3567 5.72 6.21 8.32 2.51 7.45 1.49 1.46
J230310.41−615333.05 345.7934 −61.8925 3.51 3.29 7.72 2.04 8.63 1.14 1.17
J230627.57−531436.35 346.6149 −53.2434 4.72 7.19 8.63 2.24 7.25 1.35 1.32
J223153.75−543914.32 337.9740 −54.6540 4.84 5.78 7.12 2.33 7.48 1.29 1.34
J224253.27−584415.57 340.7220 −58.7377 3.37 7.26 6.45 2.39 7.21 1.27 1.36
α Θmaj σΘmaj Θmin σΘmin PA σPA IDg IDs IDi
[arcsec] [arcsec] [arcsec] [arcsec] [deg] [deg]
(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20)
−0.41 25.40 0.37 17.56 0.27 28.48 178.70 2359 2205 2249
−0.77 64.90 1.31 26.85 0.98 85.03 1.54 2615 2445 2498
- 109.86 20.95 44.74 10.72 79.12 21.84 4079 3776 3903
−1.07 0.00 2.91 0.00 2.53 0.00 19.11 1347 1292 1292
- 0.00 10.16 0.00 5.01 0.00 11.50 2228 2089 2128
- 37.05 16.11 0.00 11.67 58.80 51.97 2829 2639 2703
- 0.00 8.33 0.00 7.69 0.00 134.18 2172 2035 2075
- 47.41 17.85 0.00 9.60 143.22 22.22 1695 1601 1621
- 0.00 16.19 0.00 7.29 0.00 23.13 3884 3600 3714
- 0.00 17.68 0.00 6.55 0.00 17.77 3226 2998 3081
Table 3. A subset of ten random components from the final catalogue, presented here in order to demonstrate the table structure. Columns (6), (7),
(8) and (9) are computed at the band centre reference frequency, 863 MHz. Please refer to the text for a detailed description of each column. The full
catalogue is available online as supplementary material.
sources with brightnesses exceeding the bin centre, is calculated
from the estimated background noise map produced by the source
finder. The lowest flux bin has a visibility area of 64 square de-
grees, thus the contribution to the count uncertainties introduced
by field to field variations are negligible (Heywood, Jarvis & Con-
don, 2013). The source counts are presented in Table 4, and are
in good agreement with the 843 MHz counts determined from
SUMSS (Mauch et al., 2003). Also shown on the figure are ob-
served differential source counts at 610 MHz (pink points) and
1400 MHz (blue points), taken from the review paper by de Zotti et
al. (2010). The solid lines on the plot show the AGN population
models of Massardi et al. (2010). The BETA measurements are
clearly AGN-dominated, with the deviation of the measurements
from the 1400 MHz model below ∼1 mJy being due to the afore-
mentioned increasing contribution of star forming galaxies to the
source counts.
5 CONCLUSION
The results presented in this paper demonstrate the viability and
clear potential for using PAF receivers to rapidly and accurately
conduct broadband continuum imaging of the radio sky. BETA
consists of 6 of the 36 ASKAP antennas, equipped with prototype
Mark I PAF receivers, and we have presented the results of a pilot
continuum imaging survey conducted with this instrument at 711–
1015 MHz. The sky coverage of the survey is approximately 150
square degrees in the constellation of Tucana, achieved by forming
nine simultaneous PAF beams on the sky and mechanically repoint-
Table 4. Raw and Euclidean-normalized differential source counts for the
final catalogue.
Sbin A N S
2.5dN/dS Error
(mJy) (sq.deg.) (Jy1.5 sr−1) (Jy1.5 sr−1)
6.8 63.6 568 34.2 1.4
11.2 118.5 854 57.9 2.0
18.3 148.4 728 82.6 3.1
30.0 154.8 481 109.7 5.0
49.2 155.8 364 172.9 9.1
80.5 155.8 275 273.8 16.5
131.9 155.8 171 356.8 27.3
216.0 155.8 133 581.8 50.4
353.8 155.8 67 614.4 75.1
579.5 155.8 35 672.7 113.7
949.2 155.8 11 443.2 133.6
1554.7 155.8 6 506.7 206.9
ing the telescope on a five-minute duty cycle through an appro-
priately spaced grid of twelve sky positions. Approximately two-
thirds of the Spitzer South Pole Telescope Deep Field is covered.
The survey area was observed in three 12-hour runs over the course
of a week with the goal of verifying both the on-sky performance
and the stability of the PAFs.
Bandpass and flux density corrections were derived from a
per-beam scan of PKS B1934−638 associated with each of the
three epochs, and (self-)calibration and imaging was achieved with
a fully automated pipeline based on standard packages. The princi-
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pal data products from the survey are wide field radio images of the
survey area in 4× 76 MHz sub-bands for each of the three epochs,
as well as a single image formed using the full bandwidth. Addi-
tionally the three epochs have been combined into a single deep
data set, for which sub-band and full-band mosaics were also gen-
erated. Source component lists were derived from each of these 20
images using the PyBDSM source finder.
The survey mode performance and stability of the BETA tele-
scope and its compound beams were verified by comparing the
three-epoch data with external measurements, principally from the
SUMSS survey which is well matched to the BETA data in both an-
gular resolution, depth and observing frequency. The positions and
flux densities of almost three thousand radio sources were mea-
sured with BETA and verified to be as accurate as those from exist-
ing radio survey measurements.
The major feature of our results that supersedes those from
SUMSS comes from the use of the 35% fractional bandwidth of the
observations to determine in-band spectral index measurements. A
spectral index map of the survey area was produced for emission
above 5 mJy beam−1, and the signal to noise ratio of 1,037 of the
3,722 components in the final catalogue was sufficient for spec-
tral index measurements to be assigned to them. The spectral index
distribution was found to be in good agreement with those derived
from dual-frequency measurements made by interpolating GMRT
and MOST data at 325, 610 and 843 MHz with VLA data at 1400
MHz. We also used the final catalogue to measure the differential
source counts at 863 MHz. A search for variability and transient
events between the three epochs, as well as thorough comparison
to the SUMSS survey, reveals one significantly variable source: a
candidate quasar for which the∼850 MHz flux density has approx-
imately doubled on a 17.5 year time scale.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMINATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL
BEAM PATTERNS
ASKAP is a survey telescope and its primary mode of operation
will involve filling the ∼30 square degree field of view with an
overlapping arrangement of beams. The base image product gen-
erated by the telescope will cover the full field of view, images
created from individual beams are not envisaged to be a routinely
produced data product. The accuracy of the multi-beam image is
however critically dependent on the behaviour of the beams that
are used to form it. Significant problems with individual beams re-
sult in obvious defects in the mosaic, and the accuracy and repeata-
bility of the multi-beam images that we have demonstrated in this
paper demonstrate consistency in the individual electronic beams
that were used to produce them. However for completeness, in this
section we present an examination of the properties of the nine si-
multaneous beams that were deployed on the BETA hardware.
A crude measurement of the total intensity (Stokes I) beam
shape can be made by taking the images formed from each beam
prior to the primary beam correction, and measuring the apparent
to intrinsic brightness ratios of the sources as a function of distance
from the nominal beam centre. The apparent flux density measure-
ments were made in one of the four BETA sub-bands centred on
825.6 MHz. This was selected as it is closest to the SUMSS fre-
quency of 843 MHz, which we use to provide the estimate of the
intrinsic source flux density. No spectral correction is applied when
measuring the ratio. Component matches are subject to all the cri-
teria described Section 4.3.
The apparent to intrinsic component flux density ratios as a
function of distance from the nominal beam centre are plotted as the
points on Figure A1, for all nine beams in the 3× 3 beam footprint,
laid out in their relative arrangement on the sky. The main lobe is
evident, as is the first sidelobe. The points are colour coded accord-
ing to their epoch, as indicated in the key. No flux density cut has
been made in order to maximise the number of measurements on
the plot. However note that a hypothetical source detected at 5σ in
both surveys could have an uncertainty in this ratio of up to∼30%,
and such signal to noise considerations in both surveys result in the
significant scatter in the plot. The line that traces the distribution
of the points is the assumed primary beam model used to correct
the images in this sub-band. It terminates at the 30% level, which is
where the images were cut when forming the mosaic (Section 3.4).
The vertical line shows the maximum separation between a pair of
beams in the full mosaic, crossing the beam model at the half power
point.
No fit has been made between the assumed model and the
points on this image, however the assumed beam model traces well
the distribution of points, particularly in the region where errors
would be most significant, i.e. to the left of the vertical line. The
model deviates from the points most as the beam gain lowers, how-
ever this is not uncommon, both in instruments with electronically
formed beams (e.g. Loi et al., 2015), and those with traditional
single pixel feeds. Figure A1 demonstrates that there are no ma-
jor beam to beam differences in the regions of interest, and the
formation of mosaics with a single frequency-dependent Airy pat-
tern model of the main lobe provides astronomical imaging perfor-
mance that is as accurate as any existing comparable observations,
at least in total intensity, as shown in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
An examination of the frequency dependence of the beam
patterns would be informative, particularly given that the median
spectral index measured by the BETA observations appears to
be slightly redder than those derived from other two-band, two-
observation studies. As remarked in Section 4.5, if the primary
beam scales with frequency in a non-linear way then this could bias
the spectral measurements. The technique used to probe the beam
shape presented here cannot be reliably extended to the frequency
domain as one would have to assume a typical source spectral index
in order to scale the SUMSS frequency, thus introducing a degener-
acy with the very effect we would be attempting to constrain. The
flux density of an α = −0.8 source varies by approximately 30%
between 711 and 1015 MHz. We defer attempts to investigate this
further to a forthcoming paper (McConnell et al., in prep.) which
will include the results of an observing campaign to holographi-
cally measure BETA’s formed beams.
Theoretical models of PAF beams suggest that the main lobes
of the off-axis beams will exhibit small coma-like aberrations in
their outer regions. The approach used to generate Figure A1 es-
sentially azimuthally averages the beam profile. A two dimensional
analogue of this plot does not have the necessary density of points
to reliably reveal any azimuthal asymmetries, however there is ap-
parent increased scatter in the measurements in the corner beams
(e.g. beams 3 and 5) when compared to the central beam (beam 0)
that could be a result of this effect.
Finally, although there is significant overlap between the
points measured from the three epochs, it does appear that the cen-
tral epoch (SB1229) exhibits a beam that is slightly narrower than
the other epochs. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the shape of an elec-
tronically formed beam can potentially be modulated by drifts in
the electronic gains of the composite elements. Any distinct colour
banding seen in a plot such as Figure A1 may be a manifestation of
this.
APPENDIX B: ASTROMETRY ACROSS THE BAND
A check of the positional accuracy of the sources in our images is
made in Section 4.4; however, this was done in terms of the full
bandwidth imaging. Here we present a measurement of the posi-
tional performance across the band in order to rule out the possi-
bility of significant frequency dependent position shifts introducing
gradients into the spectral index map (the spectral index values in
the catalogue would not be affected). We measure this effect by
taking the source catalogue associated with the highest frequency
sub-band and cross matching the components with those found in
the lower three sub-bands. This comparison is made for all three
epochs, repeating the method used to make Figure 8, and the re-
sults are presented in Figure B1.
The points are once again colour coded by where the (high-
est frequency) flux density of the components lie in a set of
logarithmically-spaced flux density bins as per the plot legend. No
significant trend is seen as a function of frequency or epoch; the
scatter introduced by signal to noise considerations is the dominant
effect. Sub band images should have factor of two worse noise than
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Figure A1. Estimates of the radial profiles of the nine formed beams made by measuring the ratio of the uncorrected flux density measurement of the
components in an 825.6 MHz BETA image to the intrinsic 843 MHz SUMSS measurement. The main lobe of each of the BETA primary beams is evident,
as is the first sidelobe. The points are colour coded by epoch as illustrated on the key. The line following the points is the assumed primary beam shape used
when corrected the images and forming the mosaic. The vertical line is the maximum separation of any pair of beams in the mosaic, crossing the model at the
half power point.
full band images but scatter is comparable to the BETA vs SUMSS
scatter, likely due to the contribution to the measured positional
offsets that arises due to the SUMSS survey having comparable
angular resolution and depth to our observations, as discussed in
Section 4.4. The mean measured offsets (provided on the relevant
panels of Figure B1) point to a self-consistent astrometric reference
frame across the band. There is an increasing mean declination off-
set with decreasing frequency, e.g. rising from 0.11′′ to 0.88′′ in
SB1206-1207. Repeating the measurements using randomly drawn
subsets consisting of 800 sources (roughly half the size of the per-
sub-band catalogues) produces a distribution of mean offsets that
is scattered around zero, however we cannot rule out some residual
phase error across the band that remains due to calibration deficien-
cies. In any case, the magnitude of these offsets in comparison to
the angular resolution of the survey is negligible.
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Figure B1. Measured positional differences between components measured in sub-band 4 (the highest frequency sub-band) and matched components from
the lower three sub-bands, as indicated at the top of each column. The rows show the distributions measured in each of the three epochs. As per Figure 8 the
points are colour coded by where the flux density of the sub-band 4 component lies in the set of logarithmically-spaced flux density bins as indicated by the
legend. The cyan ellipses show the 1σ scatter in the measured offsets and are centred on the mean offset positions, the exact values of which are provided on
each panel.
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